Join the campaign *Corona Crisis: Mayors Act Now*, a GPM initiative designed to connect mayors, cities and local governments, providing an overview of mayoral initiatives and city leadership.

The *Corona Crisis: Mayors Act Now* campaign runs on the Virtual Parliament. The Virtual Parliament is a closed website and accessible to all mayors around the world.

Initiatives of city leadership and best practices of cities and their communities will also be published on the GPM website and accessible to citizens.

You can participate in the *Corona Crisis: Mayors Act Now* campaign in various ways.

- **Local Initiatives**
  For Mayors, please share the distinctive actions, best practices, initiatives taken by you, your city and/or your community to cope with this pandemic and be inspired by other city leadership initiatives. Send us the information to gpm@denhaag.nl and we will publish your input.

- **Library**
  An overview of useful publications on monitoring and tackling this crisis by city networks, partners and international organisations to stay updated on global activities to fight together against the Corona Crisis.

- **Mayor-to-Mayor Forum**
  Share your questions on the Corona crisis with your fellow colleagues around the world and/or answer urgent questions on the Mayor-to-Mayor Forum.

- **#MayorsActNow**
  Please use the hashtag #MayorsActNow on social media, to connect mayors, cities and local administrations.

**How to access the Mayors Act Now campaign?**
Mayors can access the campaign at the following link:

**Forgot your password?**
Please go to the login page (https://www.mayors-app.com/site/login) and click ‘Forgot your password,’ input your email and you will receive instructions to set a new password.

**Helpdesk**
For any issues accessing the platform please email to gpm@denhaag.nl or pietro.darcano@denhaag.nl.